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The status of women in India has been subjected to great changes over the past few 
millennia. In the traditional postcolonial society, the problematic issue is of women’s 
liberation, self-identity and self-respect .Women’s efforts to seek their independence, 
self-respect and self-identity started a revolution all over the world, but in India 
women’s liberation and self-identity are considered as mirage in the desert. Many 
women writers try to portray realistic female characters in their works. Writing by 
women has given a new dimension to Indian literature. In the 20th century, women’s 
writing has been considered a powerful medium of modernism and feminist 
statements. Indian women writers have been exploring feminine subjectivity and deal 
with themes that range from childhood to womanhood. JanakiSrinivasa Murthy 
popularly known by her nickname Vaidehi is a well-known writer of modern Kannada 
language fiction. Vaidehi has been hailed by critics and readers alike for her evocative 
portrayal of the inner world of women. She writes with deep compassion and 
understanding about women who live amidst sorrow and poverty but somehow finds 
the strength to go on living.’ Life’, involves an active participation in the process of 
existing which entitles one to a variety of experiences. When applied to the ‘lives’ of 
some women depicted by Vaidehi, this description of ‘life’ appears to be rather 
idealistic, unreal and theoretical, bearing no semblance to reality. This paper is an 
attempt to focus upon how the writer’s perspective especially as a woman, has been 
highlighting feminine issues. 
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Introduction:- 

JanakiSrinivasa Murthy popularly known by her nickname Vaidehi is a well-known 
writer of modern Kannada language fiction. She is one of the most successful women 
writers in the language and a recipient of prestigious national and state-level literary 
awards. Vaidehi has been hailed by critics and readers alike for her evocative 
portrayal of the inner world of women. She writes with deep compassion and 
understanding about women who live amidst sorrow and poverty but somehow finds 
the strength to go on living. ’ Life’, involves an active participation in the process of 
existing which entitles one to a variety of experiences. When applied to the ‘lives’ of 
some women depicted by Vaidehi, this description of ‘life’ appears to be rather 
idealistic, unreal and theoretical, bearing no semblance to reality. 

               One of the finest and the most powerful characters depicted by Vaidehi is 
‘Akku. Akku is a married woman, has a big vermilion on her forehead but she does 
not have a husband. She wears a karimani, a chain of black beads worn by married 
women, around her neck.  She was married to Sankappyya, an irresponsible man who 
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did not want to shoulder family responsibility and hence ran away leaving her alone.  
They held her responsible for her pathetic state and made fun of her.  This is one of 
the ways in which a male dominated society suppresses a women and makes her feel 
inferior to others.   In order to humiliate her, they would ask her 

 ‘Where is the Flag going today?’ she quickly replies … ‘To attend your grandfather’s 
last rites!’ (Gulabi talkies pg.97) 

At such times, Akku becomes furious at the nonsense questions hurled at her and 
reacted boldly. Patriarchy strongly demands a woman to be submissive to the men 
folk and not question their authority.  It tries to curb Women’s liberty to voice her 
views and always tries to marginalize her. These restrictions show how male 
domination control a woman. 

Akku stays at her uncle Doddajjayya’s house. Everyone was afraid of him except 
Doddajjayya’s sister Doddatthe, the only person who was not scared of any one. Akku 
is excused even if she wanders around. Doddatthe felt pity about Akku’s condition 
and allowed her to spend her time as she wanted.   Akku is called as ‘’Akku the 
useless’ ’from the beginning. All the other women in Doddajjayya’s house are busy 
with household work while the men of the house, on the other hand had to look after 
many transactions outside the house. Akku is the only one who is least bothered about 
routine activities. This attitude shows that she is one of the most neglected characters 
in the household and no one is concerned about her pathetic condition. The male 
dominated society tries to suppress the mentally challenged woman Akku. 

              Since Akku does not have any work, she never misses festive food at the 
houses of other people. Her most favourite festive meals are those, organised for 
pregnant women and the naming ceremonies of infants. She especially likes to sit 
beside the pregnant woman, who normally wears a heavy floral decoration on her 
head.  Akku likes to wear jewels, colourful sarees flowers and wants to attend 
weddings.  In such places Akku would not move from her place. People who do not 
know her sometimes the relatives wonder at this individual and ask  

‘Who is this crazy woman? Take her away from here! ’But Akku never worries about 
such commands.(Gulabi talkies pg97) 

Even at a naming ceremony, as she is there, she is the one who rocks the cradle. She 
might even sings a lullaby or two after the guests have left. Her high-pitched singing 
usually gets the comments: 

‘Akku, a group of crows are sitting on our window sill to here you sing! (Gulabi 
Talkies pg. 98) 

Thisis howAkku was marginalized and suppressed.  Womanly instinct are quite 
natural for Akku but people who surround her never liked it; patriarchy never 
accepted her as a human being nor respected her as a woman. They mock at her, and 
they call her ‘Akku the crazy.’  She becomes a laughing stock in every festive 
ceremony she attends. Akku is a very ugly looking lady, her face seems to have a dent 
on the right side and her lustreless eyes dart furtively here and there. Her lips 
constantly make an effort to cover the front teeth which stick out.  

Akku is an intelligent woman who easily understands the selfish motives of the male 
dominated society. She is aware of the fact that men only want the bodily beauty of a 
woman, but not her pure love. When beauty fades men never look at women’s face. 
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Akku’s relative Siriyatthe was getting married and she was well decorated Akku stare 
at her and boldly said 

“This much decoration is enough for you. The one who marries you for your beauty 
will certainly not look after you. You can write this on the wall!’’(Gulabi Talkies 
pg.98)  

Most of the times, Akku behaves strangely, in a frantic way to suppress her womanly 
instincts. Akku is a woman who is cheated by her husband. She dreams to become a 
loyal wife, a loving mother and an ideal daughter in law, but all her dreams are 
shattered and she starts behaving in a crazy manner. Akku repeatedly threw her tuwal 
(handkerchief) in the air, into the sky and asked everybody 

‘Where the hell is my husband? Get him here now! Gulabi Talkies pg. 99) 

 ’To make her understand that her husband is missing, someone would show a doll 
and said  

‘See this is your husband! Nobody knew when he came here! He was calling you 
‘’Akku, Akku’’ till his voice got hoarse I brought him here (Gulabi Talkie pg. 99).But 
Akku’s howling did not stop. The more she howled the more they laughed.  

In another incident Akku by mistakenly lost her tuwal (handkerchief) and she was 
searching for it someone said, 

“WhenI got up this morning, I saw it going past the gate. When asked ‘’Where are 
you going? ’it said, ‘’I am going to Manjru’shotel to drink coffee.”(Gulabi Talkies 
pg.101) 

And all of them laughed at her stupidity. Everywhere Akku was marginalized and 
insulted. In spite being ruthlessly punished by the patriarchy with demands to behave 
normally, Akku never stopped her frantic deeds. This repeated craziness indicates to 
us that Akku is on a protest against the male dominant society which tries to suppress 
and punish her.It also shows her self- realization and self- assertion of female identity. 
Ever since her husband left home an ascetic, Akku took to pretending to be pregnant. 
Though she often took on this role, she never thought of it as fiction. Once, she was 
running here and there, complaining noisily labour pain to anyone who stepped into 
the house.  She was thrashed by male members of her family for this silly act. She 
bent down trying to protect her stomach and said, 

‘Appayya, my child will die. You will have to bear that sin!’   

After getting beaten, she did not leave her room for fifteen days. She sat all by herself 
without uttering a single word.     

Finally, when Sankappya, Akku’s husband, arrived everyone in Doddajayya’s house 
are happy and celebrate his arrival as a joyous occasion, not because Akku’s life is 
going to be stable but because, a great burden would be released from their shoulders. 
They voluntarily make all the arrangements to send Akku with her husband without 
asking for her consent. They considered her as a mountain of burden. Akku though 
appears crazy, but she is clever in reality. She is neither happy about her husband’s 
arrival nor sad. In front her husband   Akku sharply said, 
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‘Did I leave anyone untouched? Tell me, which manin this town did I not have? Let 
us see who has the guts to deny this!  Otherwise, how can one survive a marriage like 
this? (Gulabi Talkies pg. 104) 

                Finally Akku refuses to go with her husband. She has judged the situation 
and made up her mind. She clearly says that she does not want a man who is 
irresponsible and feels that her husband is not a trustworthy person. Further she says 
she is happy in her own way and likes to be called ‘Akku the crazy woman.’ Akku is 
the best example of a strong character who is suppressed and marginalized by the 
patriarchal society. Akku’s fickle nature and bold attitude towards patriarchy, raised a 
powerful voice of protest against Patriarchal domination and her self –assertion of 
female identity proves that in a male dominated society a woman cannot find freedom 
and liberation .She is also realized that society always blames woman for leading a 
lonely life but never questions a man for anything. 

Conclusion: -  

Akku is a powerful character depicted by Vaidehi, who is happy in her own way. 
Married but left alone, she struggles alone in the clutches of the male dominated 
society. The Patriarchal society tries to ill-treat her and impose many restrictions on 
her. They never understood her feelings nor respected her as a woman. Even the 
women folk never supported her. Being isolated from her own family members, and 
also the society, she retaliated in a hysterical manner. Soon she realised that no one is 
concerned about her. In order to lead a solitary life she needs to learn survival 
techniques and so she finds a way out to bounce back to patriarchy. Holding and 
controlling womanly instincts in her, she struggles boldly with patriarchy. Pretending 
like crazy, she tries to voice her feelings against oppression and her life becomes a 
protest against the paternal institution. Though she leads an oppressed life, she finds 
her own way to be happy in the male dominated society. Patriarchal domination is 
quite common for Akku. In spite of being alone, Akku endures the societal oppression 
and raises her voice against the patriarchal society. She bravely continues with her up-
hill task of fighting against patriarchal domination.  This way Marginalized Akku 
enters a new phase of self –realization and assertion, her lonely and life ends in self-
discovery and more radically with her self-assertion.     
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